
 

 

 Positive and Negative fortitude on single models does stack. For example, a -1 fortitude special character 

who is general would be a net zero fortitude. A general or BSB on a non-warded or regenerating monster 

would be fortitude 2. 

 Conditional ward saves or regeneration abilities (such as Magic Resistance or the Ironcurse Icon) do not 

interfere with monsters generating fortitude. 

 If a magic standard is destroyed by Arcane Unforging, it ceases to count as a standard for 

gameplay/fortitude purposes. 

 Summoned units may generate fortitude (assuming they meet all the other requirements stipulated in the 

Fun with Fortitude rules) 

 Any wizards that can choose specific lores or spells must indicate the specific choices on their army lists. 

These selections will be used for the entire tournament. 

 Naestra and Arahan on Gwindalor the Eagle have 3 wounds each. Template attacks will hit both models. 

All other ranged hits should be allocated as evenly as possible.  

 Blackbriar Javelins do not have quick to fire rule. 

 Protection markers do not work against wounds that allow no saves of any kind. 

 If the Nine Books of Nagash are destroyed, Nagash will lose 4 random spells. 

 Wizards with special spell selection rules such as Sisters of the Thorn, Dragon Mages, Loremasters or 

characters with the Wizarding Hat, may choose to generate spells from the Lore of Undeath based off 

their wizard level using normal spell generation rules. If Lore of Undeath is chosen, any rules or wording 

pertaining to their special spell generation would no longer be applicable. 

 Summoned characters may include any magic items they normally have access to. A wizard’s lore is 

determined when they are placed on the board. 

 Lore of Undeath summoning spells are not limited to non-character models. For example, the spell 

summoning a unit of infantry could summon an infantry character model. 

 Legion Army list characters may take magic items from their respective army books. For example, a 

Beastman character can take Beastman only magic items (but not Warriors of Chaos only items.) 

 Tomb King characters on chariots may join Tomb King chariot units in Undead Legions. 

 


